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Special Report

Hawaii stockbrokers and financial

planners share insights into

trends, predictions for the year

ahead

Jan 6, 2023, 7:15am HST

As we head into the new year, local industry leaders of top financial advising
companies shared their insights into trends among clients in 2022 and what they're
predicting for 2023.

What were some trends you saw among business clients in 2022?

Christopher Lee, regional leader and principal, Edward Jones: I think whenever
there’s any type of market volatility and uncertainty, it does create more anxiety about
the performance of their investments in their
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PBN checks in with local stockbrokers and
financial planners for this week's Special
Report.

portfolios. As expected, many investors did have
concerns about how their investments would be
impacted by the higher inflationary and interest
rate environment as well as the conflict that has
unfolded in Ukraine. In 2022, we really focused
on helping our clients refocus on a few areas.
The first, I think, was really reevaluating the
purpose behind their investments and reviewing
their financial strategies to ensure they’re still on
track to meet their financial goals, and making
necessary adjustments if needed to get that on
track, as well.

Another thing that was a topic of conversation
was focusing on diversified portfolios with high-quality investments. And lastly,
focusing on a long-term investment philosophy. I think those are really important
concepts that we were really reemphasizing with a lot of our clients last year.

Clyde Matsusaka, Honolulu sub-complex manager, Morgan Stanley: I think there’s
three simple answers. No. 1 is taking advantage of higher interest rates in [certificates
of deposit] and money market [accounts]. That definitely was a trend. Interest rates
went higher in CD’s and money market and many clients took advantage of that. They
haven’t seen these kinds of rates in years. No. 2, I would say the trend toward digital
engagement – people going online to do online banking, going online to check their
accounts. ...The other thing I want to point out here is that clients are paying a
significant amount of capital gains this year generated in their mutual fund and their
managed money portfolios.

What are a few things to keep in mind when building your portfolio?

Kaleialoha Cadinha-Puaa, CEO and president, Cadinha & Co.: Active management is
key to reducing risk when markets are volatile, economic slowdown occurs, and risk
taking isn’t rewarded. Reducing risk and protecting capital during these difficult
times offers opportunities to invest at more reasonable valuations. Which in turn,
leads to greater wealth generation. These changes are cyclical so investing should
consider the greater macroeconomic cyclical nature of the markets and economies.
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Cliff Robello, CEO and senior advisor, CMR Financial Advisors: Risk-aware investing
needs to be an integral part of investing, especially someone approaching or in
retirement. The 60% stocks, 40% bonds portfolio, traditionally defined as a moderate
portfolio, is not always moderate when looked at from a risk perspective because risk
is dynamic.

Clifton Yasutomi, managing partner and financial advisor, Mission Financial Group:
In unstable markets, it’s especially difficult to identify productive investments, but the
search is worth the effort. There are new and innovative strategies that might work
well even when stocks are cycling down. Of course, proper financial planning is
always important when exploring sophisticated investment strategies to evaluate
benefits and drawbacks.

What are you forecasting for 2023? How do you think inflation and interest rates
might play out?

Lee: For 2023, our view is that a mild recession does emerge in the first half of the
year, but with low unemployment and elevated job openings, that should help
cushion the blow for consumer spending. We think a recession would be mild
compared to history, especially the downturns that we saw in 2008, 1981 and 1974.
We also expect the new economic expansion to take shape in the second half of
2023.

When it comes to inflation, we expect core inflation to fall and that should approach
3% as the year progresses. We expect the price pressures to ease meaningfully in
2023, providing relief to consumers and central banks. Though the path would
probably be bumpy at first, we see core inflation falling below 4% in the second half
of the year, and approaching 3% by year end. In terms of inflation, we expect the
[Federal Reserve] to take a cautious approach even as inflation pressures do recede
next year. We’d expect them to pause their rate hikes when the overnight policy
reaches around 5%.

John Henry Robinson, owner and president, Financial Planning Hawaii: Although
rising rates raise borrowing costs to companies, the stock market as a whole should
not be influenced terribly by current interest rates. However, if interest rates on
investment grade bonds continue to rise, the yields “risk-free” bonds may begin to
crowd out stocks. As interest rates rise and the yields begin to contribute more
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significantly to portfolio returns, it may be wise to increase the bond allocation and
reduce equities. For instance, if a consumer’s optimal allocation was 70% stocks and
30% bonds/cash when bond yields were at 2-3%, when yields rise to 6-7%, the ideal
allocation may be more along the lines of 50:50 stocks: bonds/cash.

Yasutomi: As interest rates march higher, many respected economists project a
recession in the near future. While we can’t control or time market cycles, it’s
important to understand what we can control. To prepare for economic slowdowns,
our seven-step financial planning process helps families establish a sufficient cash
reservoir, establish durable income sources, accelerate bad debt, invest with
protection mechanisms, build wealth in tax-free accounts, reduce risk with insurance
strategies, and plan for an efficient wealth transfer to families and charities.


